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munes was eager to add to its territory and to extend its trade
at the expense of its neighbours, and there were rival groups
bitterly hostile to one another. So Frederick could hope to
obtain allies, especially against Milan, whose domineering
methods gave rise to jealousy and alarm. Hatred of Milan
brought Pavia and Lodi to his side when he made his first
entry into Italy. On that occasion his objective was Rome
and his imperial coronation, and after that the expedition
he had planned with the Pope against the king of Sicily. He
ignored for the time the usurpations of the cities, satisfied
with a general recognition of his authority; he could not
engage in a campaign in the south, if a hostile north cut his
communications with Germany. So he displayed his sove-
reignty only by enforcing peace, dictating terms to settle
disputes between cities, especially between Milan and Pavia.
But the Milanese would take no orders from him, and when
he passed through their territory their deliberate acts of
hostility led him to reprisals, culminating in the siege and
destruction of one of Milan's smaller allies, Tortona. This
fulfilled its purpose of overawing the communes, but it was
hardly satisfactory that the capture of a little town should
occupy the imperial army for over two months. This long
delay, moreover, upset Frederick's programme : after his
coronation it was too late to undertake the Sicilian campaign,
and anyhow with unrest in the north he could not risk his
army in the south. His return from Rome, though he avoided
the dangerous vicinity of Milan and took the east-coast route,
was not achieved without fighting,
He knew now the problem with whieh he was faced, and Frederick's
he gave much time and careful preparation to its solution.
Meanwhile there was one preliminary undertaking that first f^
engaged his attention. It was natural for a king of Germany
who was concerned to make himself master of North Italy
to pay some heed to his Burgundian kingdom, since with
Burgundy in his possession he controlled all the passes into
Italy. This had been the main purpose of Otto Ts control
of its ruler, and of its actual acquisition by Conrad II. Since
Conrad's day the power of the German kings had steadily
declined, as their interest had grown less ; it was manifestly
difficult for an absentee ruler to have any authority over a
kingdom that had neither geographical nor political unity,
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